
English 

This term, we have been looking at the book ‘How to Train Your Dragon’ by Cressida Cowell. 

We have answered comprehension questions in Reading including inference, retrieval and 

meaning in context. Also, we practised using inverted commas to create quotes, fronted 

adverbials of time and using a variety of conjunctions. We used drama to delve deeper into 

the character’s mind and try and understand their motives and actions. We looked at the 

Viking era closely and made comparisons. Finally, we completed a chapter continuation of the 

story. 

  

 

Maths 

In Maths, we have been learning about different units of measure and perimeter. We tackled 

different problems in perimeter including perimeter of rectilinear shapes on a grid and 

without a grid. We have converted different measures between km and m, m and cm, cm and 

mm. Throughout the term, we have also been working very hard to learn our multiplication 

tables. This term, we have also looked at division and worked on calculations related to 

division without remainders.  

 

 

 



Science 

In Science, we have been learning about teeth and the digestive system. We explored the role 

that teeth play in digestion by eating an apple and a cracker and exploring using mirrors. We 

studied the teeth closely, learning all the names function. We compared our baby teeth to 

adult teeth derived questions from diagrams. We carried out an investigation using bread a 

bag and different liquid to help explain what happens in the digestive process. We mixed a 

number of items including crackers, juice and water to show the digestive process and used 

this to understand what happens to waste.  

  

  

 

History 

In History this term, we studied the Romans. We looked at the Roman timeline and 

discussed how the Celts were settled in Britain before them. We learnt about Julius Caesar 

and his efforts to invade Britain. We compared and discussed whether the Romans were 

beneficial for Britain or not. We looked at Romans towns closely and created our very own 

town using their features. We understood why Boudicca rebelled and studied her character 



through drama. Also, we depicted the Roman battle formation and looked at a variety of 

attack/defence strategies and why they were so successful.  

  

 

Art 

This term we looked at still photos and artists that use fruit in their work. Our focus artist 

was Paul Gaughin, who created a variety of still images using photos. We discussed the 

different types of colours he sued in his painting to create mood and looked at warm and 

cold colours. We practiced shading to show three dimensional art and used a variety of 

pencils to create effect. Finally, we created a piece of art depicting Paul Gaughin using fruit 

as a stimulus.  

  

 

RE 

We looked at Hinduism and why Hindus worship in a Mandir. We compared the Mandir to 

various other places of worship and looked similarities and differences. We looked closely at 

the features of a Mandir and looked various sources as to why Hindus have a shrine at home 

including videos.  We created a diagram of a Hindu shrine and what it consists of. 

 



  


